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[57] ABSTRACT 

Refuse is incinerated by advancing it longitudinally 
within an externally heated rotating furnace and utiliz~ 
ing the combustible gases emanating from the refuse 
to supply part of the fuel used to heat the furnace. The 
invention includes apparatus for use in carrying out 
this process. 

12 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INCINERATING 
REFUSE 

It is often necessary to destroy refuse of various sorts 
by incinerating it in an apparatus comprising burners 
which provide the heat necessary for the incineration. 
It is obvious that, in such incinerating devices, it is de 
sirable, on the one hand, to produce adequate incinera 
tion of the refuse regardless of the nature of this refuse 
and, on the other hand, to reduce to the extent possible 
the amount of heat required to produce adequate incin 
eration. 

Incinerating devices have already been suggested 
which comprise a stationary furnace having at least one 
wall zone heated by burners. Such furnaces have, in 
general, a substantially ?at lower wall, which is the one 
heated. In such furnaces the refuse is introduced later 
ally or perpendicularly onto a heated lower plate. It has 
been found that, in all cases, some packing of the refuse 
introduced into the furnace takes place and this is prej 
udicial to adequate incineration of all the refuse. It has 
also been found that the packing is especially trouble 
some in those incinerators in which the refuse is intro 
duced perpendicularly onto a heated plate in the fur 
nace. Moreover, in such incinerators, the gas resulting 
from the gasification of the refuse bursts into ?ame as 
it leaves the furnace and mixes with preheated air. A 
ventilator ensures the exhaustion of both the air and 
the gasification gases from the refuse in an arrange 
ment such that this ventilator is traversed by the gas 
which has just been burned, the temperature‘ of which 
is sufficiently high to pose substantial problems with re 
spect to the strength of the ventilator. Finally, in such 
incinerators, the gasification gases are extracted 
through the upper part of the furnace and consequently 
can not furnish by their combustion any part of the cal 
ories used to heat the lower plate of the furnace so that 
the combustion calories of this gas are lost so far as 
heating of the furnace is concerned. They may, never 
theless, be used for pre-drying the refuse being intro 
duced, when this refuse is introduced perpendicularly 
onto the heating plate of the furnace. 

It is the object of the present invention to provide an 
incinerating process and an incinerator for refuse 
adapted to be used in carrying out said process in which 
these disadvantages are avoided. 

In the apparatus according to the invention there is 
no compaction of the refuse, the gases resulting from 
the gasi?cation of the refuse are used to heat the fur 
nace, and the passage of burning gases through the ven 
tilator for circulating air and extracting burned gases is 
prevented. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
process for the incineration of refuse which is essen 
tially characterized by the fact that the refuse is intro 
duced at one end of a cylindrical or prismatic furnace 
which is rotated about its own axis, the refuse is ad— 
vanced along the axis of the furnace by any suitable 
means, the lateral wall of the furnace is heated by burn 
ers, for example, the cinders formed by the incinerated 
refuse are extracted from the end of said furnace re 
mote'from its input end by gravity, while the gasifica 
tion gases are extracted by a pressure difference, the 
gasification gases are passed along the lateral wall of 
the furnace in a direction opposite to the direction of 
movement of refuse in the furnace, said gases travers 
ing the externally heated zone of the furnace, and the 
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2 
burnt gasification gases are extracted from the cham 
ber in which the heating of the furnace takes place. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the re 
fuse is advanced in the furnace from the input zone to 
the output zone for the cinders by a helix formed in re 
lief on the inside of the lateral wall of the furnace. The 
walls of the heating chamber which surrounds the fur 
nace are cooled by a circulation of air by means pro 
vided by a ventilator, which forces this air into a duct 
which leads to the chimney. The burned gasification 
gases are drawn out toward a region of lower pressure 
at the outlet of a nozzle positioned in the current of air 
which cools the heating chamber, said burned gases 
being drawn out by said flow of air and mixed there 
with. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
the new article of manufacture which consists of an in 
cinerator for refuse adapted to be used in carrying out 
the foregoing process. This incinerator is essentially 
characterized by the fact that it comprises, in the ?rst 
place, a prismatic or cylindrical furnace having a sub 
stantially horizontal axis or a slightly inclined axis 
about which it rotates, said furnace being provided at 
one end with means for feeding in refuse to be inciner 
ated and at its other end with openings in its lateral 
wall, as well as internal means for advancing the refuse 
from the input end toward the opposite end. The appa 
ratus also comprises a heating chamber encircling said 
furnace and the openings in its lateral wall, said cham 
ber having at least one heating device which acts on the 
wall of the furnace and is in communication with the 
ambient atmosphere through an air inlet duct and 
through a vent for exhausting burnt gas. The incinera 
tor also comprises external protective means for the 
wall of the heating chamber and means for rotating the 
furnace. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the fur 
nace is a cylinder which has a helix projecting inwardly 
from its lateral wall. In alignment with and beneath the 
openings at one end of the furnace is a passage for 
evacuating cinders, with a removable cinder box there 
beneath. The evacuation passage for the cinders and 
the cinder box are in communication with the inside of 
the heating chamber. The duct for admitting air to the 
heating chamber is provided with an adjustable regis 
ter. The heating chamber is substantially cylindrical 
and encircled by two concentric jackets, the outer 
jacket having an air inlet and the inner jacket being in 
communication with the interior of the outer jacket 
near the end thereof remote from said air inlet. The in 
side of the inner jacket is connected to the suction side 
of a ventilating fan which directs gas toward the gas 
outlet chimney. The stream of air produced by the ven 
tilator passes around a nozzle positioned substantially 
axially of this stream, and pointing in the same direc 
tion, said nozzle being connected to the outlet duct for 
the gases burned in the heating chamber. The heating 
means for the furnace consists of at least one burner 
positioned in the heating chamber, the ?ame of which 
burner is directed against the lateral wall of the fur 
nace. The furnace is supported at its two ends on rol 
lers, at least one of which is rotated through reduction 
gearing, said rollers being positioned outside said outer 
jacket. 

In a ?rst embodiment the loading device for the re 
fuse is a stationary feed chute connected to one end of 
the incinerator furnace. In a second embodiment the 
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loading device is a cylindrical or prismatic pre-dryer 
rotating about its own axis, said predryer being posi 
tioned inside a chamber traversed by the current of 
heating gases and air which is produced outside the in 
cinerator in the direction of the chimney. The pre 
dryer may advantageously have its axis substantially 
horizontal and comprise an internally projecting helix. 
It may also be supplied by a screw. The chamber for 
circulation of heated gases which encircles the pre 
dryer may itself be positioned inside a protective 
jacket. 

It will be seen that, by utilizing the incinerating pro 
cess according to the invention, and the corresponding 
incinerator, any compaction of the refuse inside the 
furnace is completely avoided because of the constant 
rotation of the furnace about its axis. This clearly im 
proves the gasi?cation and combustion conditions for 
the refuse inside the furnace. 
Moreover, the incinerated refuse is evacuated at the 

end of the furnace remote from the one at which it is 
introduced as the cinders fall into the cinder-removal 
passage through the holes provided for this purpose in 
the lateral wall of the furnace. The cinders are evacu 
ated in the zone of the lower generatrices of the fur 
nace, but the same holes when rotated to the top of the 
furnace, are used to exhaust the gases of gasi?cation 
from the interior of the furnace into the heating cham 
ber which encircles the furnace. These gasi?cation 
gases, which are combustible, thus come into contact 
with the ?ame of the burners in the combustion cham 
ber and their total combustion is thus ensured. The cal 
ories produced by this combustion add to the calories 
supplied by the burner for heating the furnace. This ar 
rangement accordingly produces substantial economy 
in heating because the gasi?cation gases participate in 
the incineration of the refuse. 
The burned gasification gases are evacuated with the 

combustion gases of the burners through the duct for 
evacuating burned gases, and this hot gas is sucked 
from the heating chamber by the partial vacuum which 
prevails at the outlet of the nozzle positioned in the cur 
rent of air supplied by the ventilator of the installation. 
It follows that hot gas is not passed through the ventila 
tor of the installation, which makes it possible to obtain 
good mechanical strength for this ventilator. It should 
also be noted that the external cooling of the heating 
chamber is by circulation of the air which is required 
to extract the burned gases from the combustion cham 
ber. The thermal ef?ciency of the installation is still 
further improved when the incinerator is used in com 
bination with a pre-dryer such as has been already de 
scribed in connection with the second embodiment, 
since in this case, before being evacuated through the 
chimney, the mixture of cooling air and burned gases 
transfers part of its calories to the refuse to be inciner 
ated so as to ensure a certain drying of this refuse be 
fore its introduction into the furnace of the incinerator. 

In order that the object of the invention may be bet 
ter understood, two embodiments thereof will now be 
described, purely by way of illustration and example, 
with reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a vertical section taken along the line I — 

I of FIG. 2 showing an incinerator according to the in 
vention; 
FIG. 2 is a horizontal cross-section taken along the 

line 11 — II of FIG. 1, but the furnace of the incinerator 
and its feed chute are not shown in section; 
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4 
FIG. 3 is an elevational view of the incinerator of 

FIG. 1 taken along the line III — III; and 
FIG. 4 shows an incinerator of the type of FIG. 1 as 

sociated with a pre-dryer, said pre-dryer being shown 
in section and the incinerator proper being shown in 
elevation. 

Referring now to the drawings, it will be seen that the 
incinerator according to the invention comprises a cen 
tral cylindrical furnace 1 supported by rollers 2 posi 
tioned on opposite sides of the cylinder 1, at the bottom 
of this cylinder, and at each end of the cylinder. One 
of the four rollers 2 which supports the cylinder 1 is 
mounted on the same shaft as a sprocket 3 which coop 
erates with a chain 4 which transmits to the sprocket 3 
the rotation of the output gear 5 of reduction gearing 
6. The cylindrical furnace l carries on its internal wall 
a helix 7 which projects into the cylinder. A supply 
chute 8 is connected to the circular ori?ce in the fur 
nace l by means of a rotary joint. An ori?ce in the sup 
ply chute 8 remote from its connection to the cylindri 
cal furnace 1 is provided with a cover 9. The end of the 
furnace l remote from the end at which it is connected 
to the supply chute 8 is closed by an end member 10 
which may be removable to provide a trap for cleaning 
out the inside of the furnace. The cylindrical furnace 1 
has openings 11 in its lateral wall near the end 10 which 
are regularly spaced about its periphery. The helix 7 
which projects inwardly into the cylindrical furnace I 
extends from the end at which it is attached to the sup 
ply chute 8 to the end in which the openings 11 are pro 
vided. The helix 7 serves to stiffen the lateral wall of the 
furnace 1. 
Between the chute 8 and the end 10 the furnace is en 

closed within a cylindrical wall indicated by reference 
numeral 12 on the drawings. The wall 12 de?nes a sub 
stantially cylindrical space constituting a heating cham 
ber 13, and the openings 11 in the furnace 1 are inside 
the chamber 13. The heating chamber 13 comprises at 
its lower end in alignment with the portion of the fur 
nace in which the openings 11 are provided an outlet 
duct 14 for cinders positioned in alignment with an ash 
box 15 located in a seat 16. The front face 15a of the 
ash box 15 closes the seat 16 and consequently sepa 
rates it from the space outside the heating chamber 13. 
The ash box 15 is slidably removable from its seat 16. 
The heating chamber 13 communicates with the ambi 
ent atmosphere through an air inlet duct 17, the outer 
end of which is closed by a control register 18. The 
duct 17 is positioned at the lower end of the heating 
chamber 13 near the passage for evacuating cinders 14. 
At the upper end of the heating chamber 13 is a duct 
19 for evacuating burned gases, which duct communi 
cates with the heating chamber 15 through an ori?ce 
near the part of the furnace l at which it is connected 
to the stationary supply chute 8. The duct 19 has a noz 
zle 20 at the end remote from that at which it is con 
nected to the heating chamber 15. In a horizontal plane 
which passes through the axis of the cylindrical furnace 
1 is a burner 32 supplied with fuel oil. The flame of this 
burner penetrates inside the heating chamber 13 
through the duct 12a. The ?ame of the burner 32 is di 
rected against the central part of the lateral wall of the 
furnace 1. 
The wall 12 of the heating chamber 13 is encircled 

by an inner jacket 21 which is in turn encircled by an 
outer jacket 22. An annular space is de?ned between 
the wall 12 and the inner jacket 21. The inner jacket 21 
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has at each end an opening which receives the furnace 
1. The opening 23 at the same end as the supply chute 
8 has substantially the external diameter of the furnace 
1, whereas the opening 24 near the end 10 has a diame 
ter greater than the outer diameter of the furnace 1. 
The inner jacket 21 communicates with the ambient 
atmosphere through an exhaust duct 25. A ventilating 
fan 26 driven by an electric motor 27 is positioned on 
the vertical axis of said suction duct. The ventilator 26 
supplies a passageway 28 the axis of which is parallel 
to the axis of the nozzle 20. The ?ow of burned gases 
through the duct 19 and the nozzle 20 is parallel to the 
stream of gas produced by the ventilator 26. The duct 
28 is connected to the outlet chimney for the gases of 
the installation. Alternatively an auxiliary burner may 
be provided in the duct 28 downstream of nozzle 20. 
The outer jacket 22 also comprises at its ends two 

openings receiving the ends of the furnace l. The open 
ing 30 at the same end as the supply chute 8 has a diam 
eter greater than the external diameter of the furnace 
1 whereas the opening 31 at the same end as the end 
10 of the furnace has a diameter substantially equal to 
the outer diameter of said furnace. The inside of the 
outer jacket 22 is in communication with the atmo 
sphere through the opening 30 and with the inside of 
the inner jacket 21 through the opening 24. In other 
words, the ventilator 26 causes by producing suction 
through the opening 30, a circulation of air in the annu 
lar space which separates the outer jacket 22 from the 
inner jacket 21, a passage of this air through the open 
ing 24 and then a circulation of said air between the 
inner jacket 21 and the wall 12 of the heating chamber 
13. 
When the device which has just been described is 

placed in operation, the refuse to be incinerated is in 
troduced through the chute 8. This refuse is introduced 
at one end of the cylindrical furnace l and because of 
the rotation of this furnace and the presence of the pro 
jecting helix 7, the refuse advances progressively 
toward the end 10. The rotation of the furnace makes 
it possible to ensure constant stirring of the refuse. The 
furnace 1 is heated externally by the ?ame of the 
burner 32. The heating of the wall of furnace 1 by the 
burner 32 ensures excellent incineration of the refuse 
inside the furnace 1 with a preliminary degasification 
of the volatile materials. The incinerator works better 
because no compaction of the refuse inside the furnace 
takes place. By the time the refuse arrives in alignment 
with the openings 11, it has been totally incinerated, 
since the wall of the furnace l in the zone of impact of 
the ?ame of the burner 32 is brought to substantially 
750° C. The incinerated refuse then passes through the 
openings 11 in the lower part of the furnace 1 and falls 
‘through the cinder outlet 14 into the ash box 15 of the 
incinerator. 
The gasi?cation gas from the refuse which is pro 

duced inside the furnace 1 is sucked through the open 
ings 11 into the heating chamber 13 and, in this heating 
chamber, encounters the ?ame of the burners 32. This 
gasi?cation gas, which is combustible, bursts into 
?ames in the heating chamber 13 and increases the cal 
ories available to heat the wall of the furnace 1. The 
burned gases from the burner 32 and the gasi?cation 
gases which have undergone combustion pass through 
the duct 19 and the nozzle 20 because of the partial 
vacuum which exists at the orifice of the nozzle 20, and 
is created by the current of air produced by the ventila 
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tor 26 as it ?ows around the nozzle 20. It follows that, 
downstream of the nozzle 20, there is, in the duct 28, 
a mixture of air and burnt gas. When a large quantity 
of gasi?cation gas is produced inside the furnace 1 the 
combustion of this gas may not be complete when it 
reaches the outlet of the nozzle 20, and it may be desir 
able to provide an auxiliary burner 29 to ensure its 
complete combustion. 
The ventilator 26 which drives air into the duct 28 

produces suction inside the duct 25 and ensures circu 
lation of air through the opening 30, the annular space 
between 22 and 21, the opening 24, and the annular 
space between 21 and 12. To ensure convenient regula 
tion of the combustion an air inlet duct 17 is provided 
at the lower end of the heating chamber 13 and the ori 
?ce of this duct has an adjustable register 18. The oper 
ation of the register 18 makes it possible to control the 
quantity of air admitted into the heating chamber in de 
pendence, on the one hand, upon the supply to the 
heater 32 and, on the other hand, the quantity of gasi? 
cation gas to be burned. Moreover, in front of the ven 
tilator 26, there is an adjustable intake 33 which makes 
it possible for constant operation of the ventilator to 
ensure constant suction inside the heating chamber 13 
so as to regulate the quantity of air which passes 
through the annular spaces between the outer jacket 22 
and inner jacket 21 and the wall 12 of the heating 
chamber 13. 

It will be noted- that, such an incinerator, has the ad 
vantage of bene?tting from a saving in combustible gas 
due to the recovery of the calories resulting from com 
bustion of the gasi?cation gases formed from the incin 
erated refuse. On the other hand, due to the rotary 
movement of the furnace 1, any compaction of the re 
fuse is avoided and this facilitates the incineration. Fi 
nally, the ventilator 26 of the installation contacts only 
cooling air and is not in contact with the burned gases, 
which considerably increases its useful life. 

In the alternative embodiment which is illustrated in 
FIG. 4, the incinerator which has just been described 
is associated with a pre-dryer. In this embodiment the 
chute 8 shown on FIGS. 1 to 3 is replaced by a pre 
drying cylinder 34 rotated about its own axis. The cyl 
inder 34 rests on four rollers 35 positioned in pairs at 
each end of the cylinder 34. One of the rollers 35 is 
fixed to a sprocket 36 driven by a chain 37 driven by 
a gear 38 ?xed to the output shaft of reduction gearing 
6. Inside the cylinder 34 is an inwardly projecting helix 
39. One of the ends of the cylinder 34 is inserted into 
the end of the furnace 1 remote from the end 10 of this 
furnace. The other end of the cylinder 34 receives the 
end of supply means 40 which comprises a screw 41. 
The cylinder 34 has in its lateral wall perforations 42 
which are of small diameter. Its central part is enclosed 
inside a chamber 43 itself enclosed inside a protective 
jacket 44. The chamber 43 communicates with the am 
bient air through a duct 45 which is connected to the 
chimney of the installation. The chamber 43 also com 
municates through a duct 46 with the duct 28 through 
which the burned gases and the corresponding cooling 
air for the previously described incinerator are driven. 
At the lower end of the chamber 43 is a screw 47 which 
makes it possible to extract through a duct 48 any parti 
cles of refuse which may fall out of the cylinder 34 
through the perforations 42. The screw 47 is rotated by 
a motor 49. In the chamber 43 the gases from the duct 
28 which arrive through the duct 46 circulate counter 
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currently to the movement of the refuse inside the cyl 
inder 34. In such a device, the refuse introduced by the 
screw 4l'into the pre-drying cylinder 34 is heated by 
the evacuation of the burned gases and the cooling air, 
which leave the incinerator through the duct 28. This 
heating reduces the moisture content of the refuse and 
the vapors escape from the cylinder 34 through the per 
forations 42 and are drawn by the circulation of gas 
into the duct 45. The drying takes place in a satisfac 
tory manner, since the refuse cannot become com 
pacted because of the rotation of the cylinder 34. The 
refuse advances in the cylinder 34 in the direction of 
the furnace 1 due to the action of the inwardly project 
ing helix 39. 

In this alternative embodiment it will be appreciated 
that the saving in calories is still further improved as 
compared to the device illustrated on FIGS. 1 to 3, 
since calories recovered from the gases evacuated from 
the incinerator are used to dry the refuse. 

It will of course be appreciated that the embodiments 
hereinbefore described have been given purely by way 
of illustration and example and may be modified as to 
detail without thereby departing from the basic princi 
ples of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Method of incinerating refuse which comprises the 

steps of introducing refuse at one end of a furnace 
mounted to rotate about its longitudinal axis within the 
heating chamber of an incinerator, slowly advancing 
said refuse along said axis, heating the lateral wall of 
the furnace, gravitationally extracting from the end of 
said furnace remote from said one end the cinders 
formed from the refuse incinerated while simulta 
neously extracting the gasi?cation gases formed by said 
refuse by suction means, passing said gases along the 
lateral wall of the furnace in a direction opposite to that 
in which the refuse is advanced within the furnace, so 
that said gases pass by the zone of the furnace wall 
which is externally heated, extracting the burned gases 
from said incinerator, and cooling the walls of said 
heating chamber by means of air circulated therepast 
by a ventilator, which exhausts said air into a chimney. 

2. Method of incinerating refuse which comprises the 
steps of introducing refuse at one end of a furnace 
mounted to rotate about its longitudinal axis within the 
heating chamber of an incinerator, slowly advancing 
said refuse along said axis, heating the lateral wall of 
the furnace, gravitationally extracting from the end of 
said furnace remote from said one end the cinders 
formed from the refuse incinerated while simulta 
neously extracting the gasi?cation gases formed by said 
refuse by suction means, passing said gases along the 
lateral wall of the furnace in a direction opposite to that 
in which the refuse is advanced within the furnace, so 
that said gases pass by the zone of the furnace wall 
which is externally heated, said gasi?cation gases being 
extracted by creating suction at the output of a nozzle 
positioned in the path of air which cools the heating 
chamber, and the burned gases being extracted from 
said heating chamber by the flow of said air and mixed 
therewith. 

3. Incinerator for refuse which comprises an elon~ 
gated furnace mounted to rotate about an axis which is 
more nearly horizontal than vertical, said furnace being 
connected at its inlet end to means for feeding refuse 
to be incinerated thereinto and at its outlet end with 
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8 
openings in its lateral wall, together with internal 
means for advancing the refuse from the input to the 
outlet end, a heating chamber encircling said furnace 
and said openings, said heating chamber being 
equipped with at least one heating means which acts on 
the wall of the furnace and being in communication 
with the ambient air through an air inlet duct and 
through a duct for exhausting burnt gas, said heating 
chamber being substantially cylindrical and encircled 
by two concentric jackets, the outer jacket being pro 
vided with an air inlet and the interior of the inner 
jacket being in com-munication with a part of the inter 
ior of the outer jacket remote from said air inlet. 

4. Incinerator for refuse which comprises an elon 
gated furnace mounted to rotate about an axis which is 
more nearly horizontal than vertical, said furnace being 
connected at its inlet end to means for feeding refuse 
to be incinerated thereinto and at its outlet end with 
openings in its lateral wall, together with internal 
means for advancing the refuse from the input to the 
outlet end, a heating chamber encircling said furnace 
and said openings, said heating chamber being 
equipped with at least one heating means which acts on 
the wall of the furnace and being in communication 
with the ambient air through an air inlet duct and 
through a duct for exhausting burnt gas, said heating 
chamber being encircled by a jacket which is subjected 
to suction by a ventilating fan which directs its dis 
charge toward a gas-evacuating chimney. 

5. Incinerator as claimed in claim 3 in which the in 
terior of the inner jacket is subjected to suction by a 
ventilating fan which directs its discharge toward a gas 
evacuating chimney. 

6. Incinerator as claimed in claim 5 in which the 
stream of air produced by the ventilator passes around 
a nozzle positioned substantially axially of said stream 
and extending in the same direction, said nozzle being 
connected to the duct for evacuating burnt gases from 
the heating chamber. 

7. Incinerator as claimed in claim 4 in which the heat 
ing means for the furnace comprises at least one burner 
positioned in the heating chamber, with the ?ame of 
said burner directed toward the lateral wall of the fur 
nace. 

8. Incinerator as claimed in claim 4 in which the fur 
nace is carried at its two ends on rollers, at least one 
roller being rotatably driven by a suitable motor, and 
said rollers being positioned outside said outer jacket. 

9. Incinerator as claimed in claim 4 in which the 
means for feeding refuse is a stationary chute con 
nected to one end of the furnace. 

l0. Incinerator as claimed in claim 6 in which the 
means for feeding refuse consists of an elongated pre 
dryer rotatably driven about its own axis, said pre-dryer 
being positioned inside a chamber traversed by the cur 
rent of burnt gases and air which is driven from the in 
cinerator in the direction of the chimney. 

l1. Incinerator as claimed in claim 10 in which the 
pre-dryer has a substantially horizontal axis and com 
prises an inwardly projecting helix. 

12. Incinerator as claimed in claim 10 in which the 
chamber surrounding the pre-dryer through which the 
burnt gas is circulated is itself located inside a protec 
tive jacket. 

* * * * * 
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